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Question Presented: What is necessary to excuse failure to appear on time for a scheduled 

hearing? 

 

Holdings: 

• Sua sponte recission & reopening is authorized where noncitizen has established 

through corroborating evidence that his/her late arrival was due to exceptional circs. 

• Corroborative evidence may include: affidavits, traffic and weather reports, medical 

records, verification of arrival time at courtroom, other documentation verifying cause of 

late arrival 

• General statements without corroborative evidence documenting the cause of 

tardiness are insufficient to establish exceptional circumstances that would warrant 

reopening removal proceedings. 

• Appeal sustained, proceedings reopened, record remanded. 

 

Rationale: 

• “Where the alien demonstrates reasons for his or her tardiness beyond commonplace 

delays, such as a serious and unforeseeable accident preventing a timely appearance, then 

the alien may be able to demonstrate ‘exceptional circumstances’ as defined in section 

240(e)(1) of the Act, depending on the specific facts of the case.” 321 

 

Facts: (318-319) Mother & son citizen of Guatemala, EWI unknown date. 2016 mother attended 

MCH, then filed an application for asylum March 21, 2017. First ICH Sept. 8, 2017, but this was 

continued to March 6, 2019. Mother did not appear on that date. Filed timely MTR & rescind. 

• MTR claims: mother hired driver, but severe weather conditions and related traffic 

accidents caused her to arrive late for her hearing. 

• MTR corroboration: affidavits from mother and driver, media reports describing weather 

and traffic accidents affecting major routes in OH. Mother arrived 40 minutes late.  

 

Procedural History: 

• March 6, 2019: IJ: ordered FNs removed in absentia. 

• May 3, 2019: IJ: denied MTR & motion to rescind 
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Appeals to Statute & Precedent: 

• INA § 240(b)(5)(C)(i): failure to appear may only be excused by “exceptional 

circumstances.” 

• INA § 240(e)(1): defining exceptional circumstances and giving a handful of examples. 

• Matter of S-A-, 21 I&N Dec. 1050 (BIA 1997): Reaffirmed: General statements not 

enough to establish exceptional circumstances for tardiness; need corroboration. 

(Insufficient info about traffic conditions.) 

• Matter of B-A-S-, 22 I&N Dec. 57 (BIA 1998): Documentary evidence needed to satisfy 

claim of exceptional circumstances preventing appearance. 

• Matter of Ali, 21 I&N Dec. 1058 (BIA 1997): Documentary evidence needed to satisfy 

claim of exceptional circumstances preventing appearance. 

• Lonyem v. U.S. Att’y Gen., 352 F.3d 1338 (11th Cir. 2003) (per curiam): general 

affidavit from nurse not sufficient for excusing FTA for illness. 

• Celis-Castellano v. Ashcroft, 298 F.3d 888 (9th Cir. 2002): insufficient evidence to 

prove severity of illness for exceptional circumstances FTA. 

 

Discussion: 

• “Relatedly, the female respondent contends that her situation is exceptional because she 

appeared at all prior hearings during a period of 9 months, the respondents previously 

filed asylum applications with the Immigration Court, and she promptly filed a motion to 

reopen.” 320 

o IOW, her behavior indicated an intention to arrive on time and an incentive 

to pursue her case. 

• “Untimely appearances in Immigration Court severely impact the functioning of the 

court.” 320 

• “Adverse weather conditions, traffic congestion, and security checkpoints in Government 

buildings are common issues faced by travelers. Therefore, delays caused by these factors 

and similar commonplace delays will not ordinarily constitute sufficiently exceptional 

circumstances to excuse the late arrival of an alien to the courtroom.” 320 

• “In determining whether an alien has established exceptional circumstances, the ‘totality 

of the circumstances’ pertaining to the alien’s case should be considered.” 321 

o How late was the arrival? 

o Why was she late? 

o Young age of noncitizen 

o Prior attendance, eligibility for relief, promptness in filing MTR 

o Did the noncitizen intend to appear on time, or have an incentive to do so? 

• “Furthermore, an alien must provide adequate documentary evidence to support a claim 

of exceptional circumstances.” 322 

o More than just general statements—provide sufficient evidence of an illness, for 

example (more than just an affidavit from a nurse). 
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• “Where an alien appears late to a removal hearing as a result of weather and traffic 

conditions, he or she may establish exceptional circumstances that would warrant 

reopening the removal proceedings where the extent of the tardiness was reasonable 

given the cause of the delay, the circumstances causing the tardiness were appropriately 

exceptional on a case-by-case basis, the weather and traffic conditions were not 

foreseeable, and the alien provided sufficient documentation corroborating the cause of 

the tardiness.” 323 

 

Commentary: 

• 6th Circuit does not yet have precedential case law re. whether slight tardiness constitutes 

a failure to appear. IJ did not address this, and BIA finds exceptional circs here, so they 

didn’t address whether 40 minutes late is really a “failure to appear.” 


